Field Day Frolics

GANG’S ALL HERE: This might have been the theme one sunny Sunday when more than 4,000 union members, their families and friends gathered at Republic Park for the IU Local 38 Field Day. The 1962 event featured the usual lineup of events sponsored by IU, and the men and women who turned out in such numbers. Sports events and game acts were among the top hits. Pictures above is a part of the field-day crowd taking part of the exciting events. It was a happy crowd as well as a busy one. The refreshments came from the soft drinks and sandwiches at the eight demountable shacks. Among the guests were Bishop Harold Collin, pictured (upper right) as he greets a young lad who, while the organizer’s father looks on.

HARD DECISION. A young lady with a problem in hand up to make a decision to select the prize she earned at one of the many games which occupied the Field Day activities (below). However, with the crowd thousands of feet deep, hampers and prizes were scalped at several stands like the one caught by the camera (lower left). The jumprope for 1000 was one of the best ways to estimate the size of the crowd which passed into the park from all directions.
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TAKE IT FROM HERE!

Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y. — Duncan representing American union workers here began organizing its members by forming a chapter of the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations. Duncan is the organizer of IU Local 38, which represents 1,000 workers in Hastings-on-Hudson and the International Union of Electrical Workers, representing mostly American workers in the electrical industry, and a number of small plants.

Minnopapa — Two AFL unions, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and the International Union of Electrical Workers, both in Minneapolis, have been organizing their members in the area with the help of Duncan. The new chapter will be known as the International Union of Electrical Workers, and will be headed by E.L. Free, president of the newly formed chapter.

NEWSPAPERS: Three newspapers, the A.F.L.-C.I.O. union workers in Hastings-on-Hudson, have been issued with a special edition of the paper, which includes a full page of advertising opportunities.

SCHOENEGG — The American Newspaper Guild convention has approved a new collective bargaining agreement which includes a full page of advertising opportunities.
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**Social Security Improvement Proposals Made in Congress**

President Eisenhower's campaign promise to improve the Lost & Found Service by requiring higher Social Security contributions was put to the test this week when 15 senators and representatives introduced bills to increase the amount of the tax.

Chief sponsor was Sen. Herbert Lehman (D.-N.Y.), who joined in the effort by Secretary of the Interior James E.dist. and Representative Jimmy Hoffa (D.-Iowa) in sponsoring a bill to increase the amount of the tax.

**Fairbanks Strikers**

Gain 13c Package

UE Local 501 members in Fairbanks, Alaska, have won a 13c hourly rate increase, bringing their wages to $1.20 an hour, the highest in the union.

The strike, which began last week, was settled this week after negotiations between the union and the employer, a mining company.

**Merger Talks Off**

The proposed merger between the C.I.O. and the AFL is dead, sources said today.

The move was announced last week by the AFL and the C.I.O. to form a united labor movement.

The union leaders said they would meet later to discuss the possibility of bringing the merger to a vote.

**Lynn GE Organizing Drive Sets Sights On Getting Majority To Sign UE Cards**

UGBE has opened a drive in Lynn, Mass., to win Labor rights for the 2,000 workers at the GE Lynn plant. The drive was launched after a complaint was filed with the National Labor Relations Board charging the company with violating workers' rights.

The complaint was filed by the United Electrical Workers Local Union 100, which represents the workers at the Lynn plant.

The union said it was seeking to win support for the organizing drive in the company by sending out a letter to all employees explaining the benefits of union representation.

The letter said the union was seeking to improve working conditions, including better wages, better benefits, and more job security.
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